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Lesson 21 (approximately 765 words)
Jacques paid a very sizeable sum for the meetings next week.
Jacques paid a very sizeable sum for the meetings next week.
The desk (#530A28) and chair (#62B34) usually sell for $700.
The desk (#530A28) and chair (#62B34) usually sell for $700.
Pamela did the work for us, but the neighbor may pay for it.
Pamela did the work for us, but the neighbor may pay for it.
: = ; = ;=; ;=; =;= =;= a = 5, a = 5, 4 + 6 = 10 4 + 6 = 10
; = ; = ;=; ;=; =;= =;= a = 5, a = 5, 4 + 6 = 10 4 + 6 = 10
Solve the following:
Solve the following:

3a = 15, 5b = 30, 3c = 9, and 2d = 16.
3a = 15, 5b = 30, 3c = 9, and 2d = 16.
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[m [N [o [P [q [R [s [T [u [V [w [X [y [Z [1 [2 [3 p4 [5 [6.
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M] n] O] p] Q] r] S] t] U] v] W] x] Y] z] 7] 8] 9] 10] 11]].
M] n] O] p] Q] r] S] t] U] v] W] x] Y] z] 7] 8] 9] 10] 11]].
Who lived a more colorful and interesting existence than
this President? He was a rancher in the west. He participated
as a member of the Rough Riders. He was a historian. He went
on an African safari. He was quite involved in the development
of the Panama Canal. He was the youngest person ever to become
President of the United States; however, he was not the youngest

person that was ever elected to the office of President. And
these are just a few of his accomplishments.
Theodore Roosevelt was an active and involved man. He
lived life to the fullest and tried to make the world a better
place for others. Today, we still benefit from some of his many
deeds. Some of the national forests in the West came about as a
result of legislation enacted during the time he was President.
He worked with college leaders to organize the National
Collegiate Athletic Association.
Who lived a more colorful and interesting existence than
this President? He was a rancher in the west. He participated
as member of the Rough Riders. He was a historian. He went on
an African safari. He was quite involved in the development of
the Panama Canal. He was the youngest person ever to become
President of the United States; however, he was not the youngest
person that was ever elected to the office of President. And
these are just a few of his accomplishments.
Theodore Roosevelt was an active and involved man. He
lived life to the fullest and tried to make the world a better
place for others. Today, we still benefit from some of his many
deeds. Some of the national forests in the West came about as a
result of legislation enacted during the time he was President.
He worked with the college leaders to organize the National
Collegiate Athletic Association.
K< K< k< k< ,k< ,k< ,i< ,i< a<b a<b 9<12 9<12 13c<4d 13c<4d;
K< K< k< k< ,k< ,k< ,i< ,i< a<b a<b 9<12 9<12 13c<4d 13c<4d;
If a < b, and c < d, and e < f, and a < c and e, then a < d.
If a < b, and c < d, and e < f, and a < c and e, then a , d.
L> L> l> l> .l> .l> .o> .o> d>c d>c 10>8 10>8 5c>17d 5c>17d;
L> L> l> l> .l> .l> .o> .o> d>c d>c 10>8 10>8 5c>17d 5c>17d;
If b > a, and d > c, and f > e, and c and e > a, then f > a.
If b > a, and d > c, and f > e, and c and e > a, then f > a.

